Refreshing energy!!!
It helps change your scalp and skin far clearer and brighter and
increase your skin resilience by improving skin moisturizing and shine.

Beading Action & Adipo Therapy System
Mu:Beader ™ -Bp
It carries out from cleansing, exfoliation of aged keratin up to removal of
sebum painlessly using micro-bubbles generated by a new concept of
natural spa skin care and a high-frequency massager and has multiple
functions to improve skin moisturizing and luster and massages the skin
simultaneously using a high-frequency massager.

Special Tip
The characteristics
Removal of horny substances and
supply of moisture at the same time.
Mu:Beader™-Bp is designed to promote
exfoliation with fine bubbles to remove aged
dead skin cells and sebum and, at the same
time, inject highly concentrated, nutritious
serum so as to make skin and scalp moist,
smooth, and lustrous.

Safety : neither downtime nor
side-effect

The special tip of the Mu:Beader™Bp consists of two
suction holes and one serum discharge hole. Its speciallydesigned spiral tip is intended to hold a product long
enough to soften dead cells of the scalp and skin, provide
nutrients, and absorb them in a vacuum state to
maximize its peeling and extrusion effects.

A hand-piece of high-frequency

Because treatment does not cause any
damage to skin and scalp, patients can lead a
normal life right after treatment. There are no
side effects such as injuries, pain, burns,
rashes, etc.

Multiple effects on skin care

There are two types of hand-piece; one is 25mm and the
Makeup absorption rate and skin moisturizing other 40mm, which are all using high-frequency and used
and luster will be enhanced by the action of
selectively depending on
biological heat generated by high-frequency. the size of treatment areas.

Feature of high- frequency
-

Decrease of Subcutaneous Fat: Body Shape Correction
Lively electronic activity is made around handpiece that comes into contact with
skin. So it’s effective for increasing the temperature of subcutaneous fat which is
close to surface.
It promotes the circulation of the blood and the regeneration of skin, and melts
subcutaneous fat cells. It’s also effective for body-lifting.

User Manual for Mu:Beader ™ -Bp
01 Cleansing
Wipe wastes 2~3 times off the surface of the face with a cleansing cream.
02 Treatment(removal of keratin and sebum)
First spread the selected fine bubble over the face and then divide the face into 3~5areas to start
treatment for about 2 minutes.
03 Treatment of high-frequency
Simple to use as it has no plate. Make treatment as if you give a massage on the desired area after
applying a designated cream excellent in current carrying capacity to the area to be cared.

04 Washing
Wash and wipe out the face cleanly with a spongy after treatment.

Cautions in the treatment by Mu:Beader ™ -Bp
01. Hand-pieces of vacuum compression type
Treatment shall be provided in the only condition that a handpiece is in fully contact with the skin of a
patient. Otherwise, the discharge and suction of bubbles will not be made normally.
02. Temporary redness phenomenon
The redness in the skin occurred by the skin irritation during the treatment is normal and temporary and
returns to original skin tone in approximately 10 ~ 30 minutes.
03. Treatment order of neck – chin – cheeks – forehead – nose
Provide treatment as if the entire face is lifted from the lower part to the upper part along the skin texture.
04. A hand-piece of high-frequency massage
Simple to use as it has no plate. Make treatment as if you give a massage on the desired area after
applying a designated cream excellent in current carrying capacity to the area to be cared.

